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Lean Inceptions
How to set your teams up for success 

Marcel Britsch

Good morning, and thanks for attending this session with me.

 
I know you have a lot of choice, so I appreciate your interest.

I also apologise in advance: these remote sessions are a bit strange, it’s like talking into a dark hallway :)


To make it easy, I’ll take questions at the end…

http://www.beautifulabstraction.com


Better beginnings… 
…for better outcomes.

While I talk about different things at conferences, my oldest topic, and then one I keep revisiting, is about how to start things properly. 


And starting things properly is important because it leads to better outcomes.



Starting new 
things is hard 

• complex interplay 
• context 
• relationships 
• alignment 
• baseline

People Process

Context / Environment

Technology

Starting new things is hard. 

There is the complex interplay of people, process and technology and the underlying ‘context’ (environment) that always brings change, uncertainty and 
complexity.


To be successful we need to

•  make sense of and manage this complexity

• gain context

• create relationships

• establish a shared understanding of the baseline and the goal so we can get on with our job of delivering value


and do all this at pace (as otherwise what we elicit will become stale and we fall foul of non iterative working).



Doing the right thing & 
Doing it right

Let’s take a step back, for a second: successful initiatives, products and services result from 2 things 

- doing the right thing (value or service proposition) 

and 
- doing it right (delivery)



User Business

Capabilities, Technology  and Environment

Desirability Viability

Feasibility

Product / Service

What success 
looks like

So this means finding the sweet spot between  
- Desirability 
- Viability 
- Feasibility 
and 
getting off the ground well 
and 
then delivering successfully 
and 
all this in light of context, capabilities and internal and external constraints

and

do this at pace.



Why we fail 

• misjudged audience expectations 

• misaligned values and expectations 

• overlooked risks and dependencies 

• unsophisticated approaches to 
managing uncertainty and 
complexity

In the work we do we will fail

- definitively (but only later) if we misjudge the audience, deliver something they won’t find valuable and won’t pay


- rarely because of technical complexities (I think it’s a myth that the most important thing we do in ‘IT’ is solve difficult technical problems: sometimes we do, but 
mostly we solve people problems.  

hence we fail 

- mostly because we are not aligned on outcomes and expectations, overlook risks and dependencies and use unsophisticated approaches to uncertainty and 
complexity (for instance by thinking we should and can design everything up front, avoid change, but equally so, by not planning and prepping at all). 



Supporting vs Stifling

So there is this careful balance to be found between supporting and stifling (i.e. doing not enough vs doing too little early on).



• Complexity 

• Uncertainty 

• Change

What makes 
things hard 

Let’s just quickly remind ourselves that it’s three things, that make things difficult: 


- Complexity

- Uncertainty

- Change

(Remember, they arise out of the interplay of people, process, technology and context)


and our knee-jerk wish to pre-empt and avoid them. 



• Agile 

• Lean 

• User centricity 

• Systems thinking 

• Hypothesis driven working / 
Fast feedback loops 

• Continuous improvement 

• Incremental delivery

Better ways of 
working

Good new is, we have perfectly good tools to deal with them:


- agile (incl. evolutionary design, deferred decision making) - to handle change and uncertainty, speed to market, risk, acceleration

- lean - work work more efficiently, manage complexity, dependencies, learning, reduction of waste and bottle necks, optimisation of flow of work

- systems thinking - complexity and  human interaction

- hypothesis driven working - a ‘scientific’ approach to exploration and evolution

- continuous learning - good decision making, sustainable delivery, evolution and continuous improvement


While you’ll want to keep these in mind as you deliver, you’ll want apply them from day one. 



Inceptions

Which is where ‘Inceptions’ come in.


Over the past few years, Inceptions have become the default pattern for kicking off new initiatives for the teams I work with.


We find that running inceptions offers the team and the wider stakeholder group a foundation which gives it the best chance of being successful in the months that 
follow.


Note that they are just one ingredient of success, not the holy grail.



What is an inception?

So what is an Inception?



Early de-risking • Pre-initiative 

• Collaborative 

• Cross-discipline 

• Lean 

• Contextual

If we think back to the challenges, we find that ultimately, it’s all about managing risk.


In practice, an Inception is a set of

- pre-initiative

- collaborative activities run with

- cross-disciplinary teams

And do so

- lean

- contextually



3 questions • Where are we? 

• Where do we want to be 

• How do we get there?

And really, we only answer 3 questions in an inception:


- Where are we?

- Where do we want to be

- How do we get there?


It’s a bit more than that, but that is the gist.



DISCOVERY VS. INCEPTION

Finding 
purpose vs 
getting off 
the ground

To get some potential confusion out of the way. Inceptions are not Discoveries. (Though people use the terms interchangeably)


Inception happen once you have ‘defined the right thing’ and before ‘you deliver well’.

First we ‘discover’ the purpose for a product or service, the we ‘incept’ delivery.

 
In other words, during a Discovery we focus more strongly on ‘what should we do’ and ‘is this the right thing to do’.

Whereas during an Inception we validate and refine those aspects and focus on getting that thing off the ground and define ‘how we go about delivery’

…

So let’s not forget: this presentation is about Inceptions.



And no, it’s not waterfall!

I case you got confused:


It’s not waterfall (or rather, it’s not BigDesignUpFront), because we are working

- breadth over depth, keep it high and rough, except in those (high risk) areas where you really will want to dig deeper

- iterative

- incremental

- focused, broad stakeholders collaboration brings relevant insights fast without waste

and most importantly

- lean

- scope isn’t locked in


(but also, if it works, who cares?)



What do we get from 
an inception?

What do we get out of an Inception?



Better outcomes 

Inceptions allow us to systematically 
address the issues that threaten to 
compromise delivery. 

• Shared context and alignment 

• Relationships, trust and empathy 

• A handle on complexity 

• A way forward

The ability to proceed 
at pace, sustainably 
and with confidence.

Ultimately (an increased probability) of better outcomes. 

Specifically we

- gain shared context and alignment (on goals, values and the domain in general)

- Relationships, trust and empathy

- A handle on complexity

- A way forward (how we want to work, awareness of resources and their availability, knowing what to do next etc)


The ability to proceed at pace, sustainably and with confidence. 

(Thus addressing many of the failure points mentioned above).



Inception outputs

In practice this means that we will see a set of artefacts (which ones is highly context specific), that are generally answering the question of 

a) whether to proceed and  

b) if so, how. 

As to concrete deliverables: 

From overall ‘project management’ perspective, often the most important deliverable is an expression of scope, a plan or roadmap and associated cost, which we can 
turn into a statement of work. 
(This, of course is not the case for all type of Inceptions, for instance, where you incept a new feature, you may be more interested in an assessment of readiness and 
detailed backlog for the next phase or next steps). 

But of course there are other important artefacts you will want to create on the way or as final output. 

 
What is important to realise is that some activities are validation only, not definition: so if you had to create the vision or elicit user needs you should be in a discovery, not 
an inception.  

(Some such gaps you might be able to fill in later, but not the groundbreaking ones: remember it’s all about de-risking, and inceptions are a bit downstream. The litmus test 
is: how solid is our value proposition? If you can’t even articulate it, you should be in an discovery, if you are fairly sure and now just need to validate / experiment, then 
inception is the right thing). 

… 

We will explore this further when we run through our examples. 



Inception outputs



An Inception is a lean, 
contextual pre-initiative 
activity that sets us up 

for success

So, an Inception is a lean, contextual pre-initiative activity that sets us up for success.



Investment banking
Securities Lending Reporting Platform

Greenfield

Let’s look at an example:


Note, this is AN example, we’ll get to the generic later…

Today I’d do things possibly a bit differently (mind you, this worked a dream - mostly because the clients were VERY CLEAR and I had an amazing team…



Counterparty 
(Borrower)

Client 
(Lender)

Securities Lending Agent

Securities

Fee

THE DOMAIN

Securities 
Lending

Consider a marketplace where owners of securities (stocks, bonds, etc) come together with counterparties who would like to borrow such financial instruments (assets, if 

you like). There are multiple reasons why someone may want to lent or borrow securities: the most common being shortselling, restructuring of a portfolio without actually 

buying or selling assets (collateral up or downgrades), or the need to borrow / lent cash secured against assets (repos / reverse repos). Of course there is a ‘rental’ fee 

which makes the lending lucrative. 

While Securities Lending is not a new market, the client has identified an opportunity in facilitating such transactions as a more personalised (boutique style) service as the 

old school market incumbents. 

The client is currently set up as a lean in-house startup: Trading is already under way with trades managed via an existing Trading System and Reports to inform clients on 

results and risk are generated and disseminated manually. 

At this point the client approached us with the following brief: 

Help us demonstrate the value we delivery to our clients and give our clients confidence in the transactions we are managing for them via a  Reporting Portal.  



The client requested to structure the project as 2 week inception phase to assess feasibility and based on outcome the option to continue with a 3 months phase to delivery 

a customer facing MVP / Release 1. 



The challenge 

• Can we do it? 

• What is it all about? 

• Gaining confidence 

• Breaking it down

Can we do it?

Explicit: Is it possible? 
Implicit: What are we dealing with?


Unknown domain

Quickly develop sufficient understanding of the problem domain.


Confidence

Develop sufficient understanding of the domain to  support high confidence feasibility assessment and planning.


Breaking it down (and developing a plan / approach for delivery)

Break down or abstract complicated or complex areas sufficiently so that they can be reasoned about without distraction and confusion.




Business Model

Roadmap (Strategy)

Feasibility Estimation

BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS

Understanding 
the domain

Indicative Example - not factually correct

So we decided (in agreement with the clients) to run all day workshops for two weeks (more in week1, less in week2) including the delivery team (DL/PO/EM + TL + CX/UX with client PO and client SME - and the ability to draw on SMEs as required 
(Tech, Legal, Users) 

We ran this inception in person and loads of white boarding - these days I use Miro when in person or even remotely (I have done inception with anything from 5 to 200 people remotely and on site). 

- 
We start with understanding the business as a whole. 

(Note that the Roadmap at the bottom is where we need to end up at the end of inception because it allows us to tell the client what they can (roughly) expect in a 3 month timebox) 



Business Model Canvas: www.strategzyer.com

BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS

Understanding 
the domain

Indicative Example - not factually correct

We used the Business Model Canvas to understand the business (i.e. to reverse engineer the business, not to design it). 
This gives us the building blocks for many of our future activities. 
Business Model Canvas invented by and used courtesy of : www.strategyzer.com 

A note on ways of working: 
It should be noted that by default we planned all sessions as cross-discipline activities. UX Designers and Developers need to join business modelling workshops. On case by case basis and interest of time we did split into groups from time to time. However this should 
be the exception rather than the norm and will naturally happen less in the very early (more generic) stages, and will happen more and more as we get into specific discussions. 

http://www.strategzyer.com


Business Model Canvas: www.strategzyer.com

BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS

Understanding 
the domain

Indicative Example - not factually correct

http://www.strategzyer.com


VISION STATEMENT

Where do we 
want to be?

Indicative Example - not factually correct

For Institutional lenders, borrowers and agents 

who are engaged in securities lending through our 
securities trading lending desk 

The securities lending reporting portal is a  
Digital dashboard that allows all parties to view the 
status quo and performance of their trades. 

Unlike our (and our competitors’) existing solutions who 
are based on the exchange of manually created 
spreadsheets and presentation of figures the client 
then has to make sense of  
we will 
make visualised actionable insights available online 
and in realtime, giving our clients superior control over 
their portfolio.

Using a classic Vision statement we outlined our Vision” reworded the problem/opportunity statement in terms of where we wanted to be.



SUCCESS FACTORS

What does 
success 
look like?

For MVP we will have been 
successful if we have on of our 
existing clients using the reporting 
solution and have received 
positive feedback (and the ability 
to onboard further clients).

Indicative Example - not factually correct

For the overall success factor we us an OKR ish statement allowing us to track progress towards success. 
(The reason one client would initially be sufficient in this case is that we are talking highly personalised, high value relationships, e.g. £250M+)  



(SOFT) SUCCESS FACTORS

What does 
success 
look like?

Indicative Example - not factually correct

In addition to the ‘hard’ quantified definition of success we also brainstormed ‘software’ factors. 
These ultimately influence design, delivery and cultural principles (e.g. that we waned this ‘shiny’, that we wanted to be open and transparent with our clients, deploy into production regularly and automated testing and infrastructure provisioning…) 



Glossary

Trades (Process)

Products Clients

Success Factors

Vision

Business Model

Roadmap (Strategy)

Feasibility Estimation

DOMAIN DEEP DIVE

Understanding 
product and 
market

Indicative Example - not factually correct

Having set the scene - note that maybe we would have decided to not proceed if this wouldn’t have all been clear in our clients’ minds with sufficient confidence that it was the right thing ‘to do’ - we proceeded to build on the business model canvas we conducted further workshops understand 

- the domain better 
- stress test our potential audience size 
- start refining scope



Counterparty 
(Borrower)

Client 
(Lender)

Securities Lending Agent

Securities

Collateral

Fee

££

£

£

1

2

3

4

56CONCEPT MODELS

What services 
are we 
offering?

Indicative Example - not factually correct

We modelled how the actual trading process worked, who the clients were and what products - in our case transactions == trades - would be offered. 



MARKET ANALYSIS

What is our 
market 
potential?

Indicative Example - not factually correct

And subsequently identified 7 potential client groups (only 5 currently relevant as the remaining two were expected to have in-house teams to manage securities lending) 
We also mapped these against the 8 trading types (only 6 which the client are currently interested in supporting) 
And identified top priorities based on current and future business development i.e. the trading types the current and soon to be expected clients were interested in. 

The key point to note here is that we are already starting to prioritise / narrow down scope (to reduce what we have to think about (manage complexity) and what eventually we will have to build (scope) while still delivering value (product market fit)).



MARKET ANALYSIS

What is our 
market 
potential?

Indicative Example - not factually correct



Glossary

Users

External Internal

Trades (Process)

Products Clients

Needs & Expectations

Success Factors

Vision

Business Model

Roadmap (Strategy)

Feasibility Estimation

AUDIENCE

Who is it for 
and what do 
they want?

Of course, we looked at internal and external users, their needs and expectations. 
And - as a consequence -  at requirements.



AUDIENCE

Who is it for 
and what do 
they want?

Based on: https://leanservicecreation.com/

Standard models to use here are value proposition canvas, and or experience maps, etc… 
And those are totally cool. And I use them a lot…. 

I cannot remember why, but we didn’t back then. 
Instead we built personas and then directly a feature tree, shortcutting the process a bit. 
This worked, as, again, the clients were super clear in terms of requirements and needs.



AUDIENCE

Indicative Example - not factually correct

Who is it for 
and what do 
they want?

We identified 3 internal and 2 external usergroups and built up some type of ‘persona’ identifying needs, gains and pains. 

We affinity mapped Needs / Use Cases and represented them in an early Requirements Hierarchy. 

In this specific cases we started to identify ‘Questions user might ask’ and Insight they were looking for.  
Specifically we found that there is  
- Big interested in understanding earnings and risk exposure against borrowers and markets 
- But also value in allowing to self serve when it came to reporting 

The general idea of thinking about tasks (jobs), needs gains and pains and taking these as basis for solution design which underlies Strategyzer’s Value Proposition Canvas is also a great tool at this stage. (I feel this model is a bit redundant and not as well designed as the Business Model Canvas but it is still a valuable tool if applied in 
considered manner.) 

Note: 
I am a big fan of structuring requirements (and features) as hierarchies which facilitates analysis and planning in a holistic way. A more detailed discussion of this can be found here www.thedigitalbusinessanalyst.com 

Of course, dependent on your project user journeys, experience maps, activity-, sequence- or class-diagrams may be valuable. In fact, some of these models blur the boundary between requirements, UX, solution design and technology. Which brings us to the next point: 



AUDIENCE

Indicative Example - not factually correct

Who is it for 
and what do 
they want?



Glossary

Users

External Internal

Trades (Process)

Products Clients

Needs & Expectations

Success Factors

Vision

Business Model

Technology

Data Architecture

Process & Constraints

Roadmap (Strategy)

Feasibility Estimation

CONCEPTUAL ARCHITECTURE

How will it 
be built?

We also explored business and technology architecture, specifically  
- systems 
- processes 
- data 
- events 
- and their relationships 

We also investigated technical capabilities and constraints, related to 
- tools & libraries we were allowed to use 
- environments 
- Path to production: deployment and testing procedures, specifically in light of agile working practices,  test and deployment automation, continuous integration / deployment. 

Alls is relevant as input into solution design, feasibility assessment and estimation, as it will have an impact on our ways of working and our estimates, especially where testing, integration and deployment are concerned. 

Dependent on the project type this may be a very focused look at an individual area of the domain (in our case IT) or it can be a much wider look at the organisation at large and its environment. 
Findings can very well be represented on an experience map type model.



API Gateway

Trading System

Aggregator

Trading DB

Custodian DB

FX Service

Custodian

Sales / Client Services

Trader

Misc Reference Data

Counterparty 
(Borrowers)

Client 
(Lender)

Authentication

Scheduled 
Reports

Reporting Website

Agency Lender

Project Domain

Collateral / Securities  
Mgmt System

Misc Reference Data

CONCEPTUAL ARCHITECTURE

How will 
this be 
built?

Indicative Example - not factually correct

An early top level view of systems and integration points of relevance. 
Note the outline in red, defining the area of domain relevant for us.



Glossary

Users

External Internal

Trades (Process)

Products Clients

Needs & Expectations

Business Priorities

Success Factors

Vision

Business Model

Technology

Data Architecture

Process & Constraints

Risks and Challenges

Roadmap (Strategy)

Feasibility Estimation

BRINGING IT TOGETHER

Priorities 
and Risks

At the end of week 1 we have not only developed an understanding of the domain but derived two key insights: 

1 Business priorities 
We found that 

- Client types were largely irrelevant. As far as release 1 is concerned all client types have very much the same needs 
- For release 1 only 3 transaction types are relevant, as the current and near-future onboarding clients would only be shortselling and engaging in repos and reverse repos. 
- We would only cater for one user group, namely external traders as they were the most important usergroup to ‘keep happy’ and their requirements would go a long way in satisfying other usergroups’ requirements 

And complexity? 
By now we have considerably reduced complexity by providing structure, categorisation and abstraction, and of course prioritisation. 

2 Risks and challenges 
Note: these are often related to areas of complexity and should naturally become apparent as part of your analysis work. 
At this point we concluded that: 
- Solution design (ux and tech) is straight forward 
- Politically we couldn’t see any major risks 
- Timelines were ambitious but there was no hard launch date 
- There would be a potential risk of over-designing the solution and spending a lot of time on getting the frontend right > Monitor and run a tight ship 
- There were serious concerns regarding our high standards regarding end2end testing, automation and continuous integration which may not be possible within the context of a highly regulated bank > Explore further



PLAY A STORY

Derisking it View Trades 

As a trader I want to see a list of currently open 
trades so that I can get an overview of my trading 
position. 

Acceptance Criteria 

… 

Definition of Done 

• Integrated with LDAP and Trading System 

• Deployed to production

To mitigate some of the process risks and better get a handle on their potential impact we felt we actually needed to experience it: 

So in week 2 we defined a basic story, set up a delivery pipeline, and attempted to push the story to production. 
I believe it is very important to conduct such exploratory activities, as only these do expose the real state of affairs. 
This being a banking environment we were very mindful of the impact of security and (other) regulatory constraints onto our working. 
A minimum (POC) type story that validates whether theoretically we can integrate and deploy to live is one of the most valuable indicators of the true state of affairs. 

We did not make into production until 6 weeks later, but that was never the point. Instead we wanted to learn and ultimately validate our assumptions of how easy it would be to delivery code in reality. 



Glossary

Users

External Internal

Trades (Process)

Products Clients

Needs & Expectations

Business Priorities

Success Factors

Vision

Business Model

Ways of Working

Stakeholders

Technology

Data Architecture

Process & Constraints

Risks and Challenges

Roadmap (Strategy)

Feasibility Estimation

WAYS OF WORKING

How 
are we 
gonna 
do it?

At this stage, building on your success criteria and other things you learned, you’ll want to define ways of working. This can take the form of a team charter where you outline not only value, but also ceremonies and tools being used.  
Usually at this stage I also want to start thinking of roles and responsibilities, do some stakeholder analysis. 

I should also say that as we go through the process, we constantly track questions, gaps, issues, risks, actions…. (But that’s just hygiene)



Glossary

Users

External Internal

Trades (Process)

Products Clients

Needs & Expectations

FeaturesBusiness Priorities

Success Factors

Vision

Business Model

Ways of Working

Stakeholders

Technology

Data Architecture

Process & Constraints

Risks and Challenges

Roadmap (Strategy)

Feasibility Estimation

DEVISE FEATURES

How will it 
look like?

Finally, we conducted a number of design workshops to drive out top level potential features (against which we expected to estimate). 
We started with presenting some rough mock ups, then refined and represented. 

At this stage these features can be high level, potentially at the logical level only, but it is important to recognise that we cannot estimate / feasibility-assess against requirements, only against solution options against those requirements. 

While our estimation and assessment gets more reliable the more concrete our features are, we should also acknowledge that our understanding at this point is limited and we deal with a degree of uncertainty in both cases, and consequently must simply allow for / factor in a high degree of change. 

Note: It is very easy to make the mistake to over-design at this point in order to achieve more accurate estimation, but it turns out that such waterfall thinking can only ever lead to an illusion of confidence and does, in reality not make for more controlled and certainly not better outcome! So rather than pretend we can predict the future, let’s 
not even try and allow for a certain level of uncertainty within our process.



DEVISE FEATURES

How 
will it 
look 
like?

Indicative Example - not factually correct

The information previously gathered we conducted a number JAD-type session(s) with the business users, technology and user experience designers in the room, defining top level features: 

(1) Taking our affinity mapped needs/gains/pains (requirements) we derived ‘Themes’ which translated - in our case - into views: Dashbaord, Earnings, Risk, Transactions etc. 
(2) We then mapped data against requirements / needs - in our case ‘Questions users would have’ deriving logical wireframes: Dashboard > show total earnings. 
(3) Taking this a step further we identified the most appropriate way of visualisation / presentation, giving us Features and Lo-Fi wireframes 

Our mindset 
In effect we designed a solution around the following questions: 
- What Questions would users be asking? 
- What Insight would be valuable? 
- How would users want to satisfy these needs and expectations? 

How did we do it? 
While we ran these workshops as a collaborative exercise where clients would write features on post-its and stick them on the wall, building up potential reporting views, we did go into this session with an idea of what view we would expect and what key insights an information each view may provide, based on results from previous 
workshops. The trick is to facilitate solution design without biasing subject matter experts. It’s all about providing the right stimulus. 

We documented all information provided to us, but at this level we were really only interested in Epic level items and a magnitude of complexity. However, we started to already map out how, over time, features could evolve. Specifically considering variations for different transaction types and user groups. 

Output and Rationale 
The output of these sessions included logical and early lo-fi wireframes, but the most important output were top level Features - keeping in mind that we can never estimate / prioritise / roadmap / feasibility assess against requirements, but only against implementation options therefore, i.e. features. 

Oh, and: Constantly Prioritise 
It goes without saying, that constant prioritisation (at least by business value, at best by business value and ‘cost’) is a vital ingredient at this stage. 

  



DEVISE FEATURES

How 
will it 
look 
like?

Indicative Example - not factually correct
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ROADMAPPING

When 
can we 
expect 
what?

T-Shirt Sizing, Value-Cost Matrix, Prioritised Backlog, Roadmap to assess feasibility and create a ‘plan’ (roadmap) 

Finally, in a full day workshop we assessed our potential features in light of business priorities, risks, challenges and realistic ways of working, deriving a Roadmap for what we believed possible to delivery in 3 month time:



ROADMAPPING

When 
can we 
expect 
what?

Indicative Example - not factually correct

We 
1. Represented each key feature (and non-feature key activity) on a card 
2. Estimated that card based on complexity/effort/risk 
3. Assigned priorities (based on cost / value) and dependencies 

In our case, value was based on earlier assessment of trades and users to be supported, as well as value of information presented. The latter was informally derived based on a mix of value during sales pitches, value for the client internally during day to day activities, value to client users during day to day activities, regulatory 
requirements, etc. 

4. Placed each card along a timeline (weeks) with our 3-month cut-off point in mind, allowing for a generous grey-area (i.e. Should rather than Must features) around that cut-off point. 

Then we 
1. digitised the roadmap (time horizontally) 
2. expressing themes as swim lanes and features as boxes with priorities (coloured circles) 
3. expressing a clear MVP / release1 cut-off point (orange) 
4. indicating feature evolution (lines between features) 
5. indicating variations of features for additional user types / trade types (blue items) 

*** 
Next steps? 
Split into stories, create a backlog, pick stories one at a time; refine, deliver, periodically re-prioritise, re-roadmap… 
rinse and repat… 



ROADMAPPING

When 
can we 
expect 
what?

Indicative Example - not factually correct



Retail
Supply chain tooling

Brownfield

How about a Brownfield project, i.e. where we have to deal - in this case replace entire or in part - an existing solution?



Cataloguing
Demand 

Forecasting
Production 

Planning
Allocation Distribution Sales Reporting

Product Management 
System

ERP System

Reporting Suite

Indicative example only

THE DOMAIN

Retail 
supply 
chain 
tooling

(Note: industry changed for client confidentiality) 

Think of a producer of vegan products such as vegan cheese, kale crisps and vegan cakes. 

Well in advance of each season Product Management decide which products will be produced and made available for sale and enter these products in the sales catalogue.  
Marketeers then forecast demand based on market research, feedback from retail outlets and sales engagements with retailers and wholesalers. 
Subsequently products are produced, distributed and then sold to customers. 
Actual sales are reconciled against forecasts and budgets, and production adjusted accordingly. 
Results are reported upwards. 

While the detail of this diagram is irrelevant for this presentation, the point is this: We are dealing with a straight forward supply chain with clear steps and boundaries (grey) and some interfaces into systems external to the supply chain (coloured).



Retail 
supply 
chain 
tooling

Indicative example only

THE DOMAIN

Alas, in reality, it looks a bit more like this:  

Over time our nicely streamlined supply chain tool morphed into a monolithic entangled ‘mess’: Being born as an Excel spreadsheet when the business was small and simple, over time it evolved into a monolithic MSOffice-VB application that is now tightly integrated into other business domains’ systems’ (ERP, Accounting etc). Worse, it is 
(only) maintained by the original creator and has become more of a liability than a valuable too: it is neither user friendly, nor overly reliable and certainly not easy to maintain or change. 

Let’s be clear, this is in no means uncommon, in fact we see this across businesses large and small, with custom software and OTS shelf products. And many businesses manage to work well - for quite some time - with such systems: but there comes a point when cost and risk associated with such a solution suggest that some actioning is 
needed, and the brief will be something like the following: 

Help us replace our supply chain tool with a user centric, reliable, maintainable and extensible solution. 

The client and EE agreed a 3 month inception phase - including periodic review points to determine whether to proceed or abort - with the following key goals 
1. determine feasibility 
2. elicit top level scope 
3. define delivery strategy 
4. define delivery roadmap 
5. make a first delivery team operational 
6. kick off design & delivery first initial features 

Note: On a side note: I believe that over the coming decade we will see a huge  number of project related to such replacement of heavy systems delivered over the past decades, a specific challenge in this regards will be the replacement of mainframe systems. 

*** Please note that for the purpose of this presentation it is a given that the decision was made to go for a custom solution, rather than an OTS solution. *** 



The challenge 

•Unknown domain 

•Confirmation bias 

•Dis-entanglement

So what are our challenges in regards to such Brownfield projects?


Quite often we will find that we have the same challenges as with a Greenfield project (i.e. we need to get to Understand the Domain). In this case we follow the 
suggestions for Greenfield Inception phases. 
 
However there are further challenges: 

Confirmation Bias 
There is an ‘as is’ state which brings bias (and - most likely - constraints). We need to ensure that this does not negatively impact our solution design but at the same 
time want to learn from history. 
We went about this two-fold: investigating the ’is’ and the neutral ‘ideal’. Then balancing the two within the current context. There is everything to learn from the domain 
itself and a lot to learn from existing systems processes and solutions, however one needs to be careful to avoid confimation bias and be mindful of Conway’s Law. 
I believe this challenge is well understood and therefore not further discuss it. 
 
Most important though, we have to deal with (what I want to call) 

Dis-Entangling (De’Messing’) 
Finding ourselves confronted by a ‘messy’, entangled, convoluted existing solution, how can we reduce the confusion, complexity and noise that comes with this and re-
structure it into something that we can handle?



Slicing 

Slices are sufficiently isolated and small 
parts of a system so that we can ignore 
everything else and deal with the slice 
without distraction. 

• Valuable 

• Cohesive and decoupled 

• Follow the ‘seams’ in the domain 
but be mindful of  Conway’s law 

• Are simple but not simplistic 

• Facilitate and de-risk delivery

We think in ‘slices’:

We break the system down into parts (slices) that we can understand and deliver, while abstracting everything around as to reduce noise.


Rules for a ‘sensible’ slice:

The slice must provide some value, be this directly to the business or as part of delivering it (learning, de-risking (tech, politics), etc) 
In case of end-user value this generally means delivering something that is ‘narrative complete’, i.e. supports end-2-end functionality for at least a minimum usecase.

The slice must be sufficiently self-contained as well as isolated, i.e. if we ‘rip’ the slice out of its context it must stand alone and plug the hole we create via a number of 
manageable integration points. Generally speaking, slices hold not span (too many) areas of concern.

The slice should represent the logical domain, i.e. we follow the seams of the logical business domain, then match data ad technology, rather than the other way round. It 
is important that we are mindful of confirmation bias and Conway’s Law when slicing or generally speaking designing system. 
(As discussed below, in practice we may want to overlay the ‘is-architecture’ to ensure our slicing is feasible in practice).

Slicing should make our lives easier, so we want to simplify and be able to treat everything else as black box (abstract). We also want the slice to be sufficiently small so 
we are not scared of its complexity. But at the same time we must not over-simplify.

Slices are there to facilitate delivery (by making things smaller and easier) but also to de-risk. 
It is important to recognise that at some point we absolutely will touch the most complex integration point or that scary bit of business logic. There is no way around this. 
If, however our slicing is well done, we can focus on these complexities and will not be distracted by other only marginally related aspects.


Note: 

When talking about slices and seams I am thinking along similar lines as suggested by Eric Evans in his book Domain Driven Design and (I think the by far better read) 
Paul Newman’s Building Microservices. However, in this project stage we are looking at it from a higher, more business-level / logical perspective rather than from an 



implementation perspective.



SLICING DOMAINS

Build 
incrementally

So how do we slice? 
There is no one-size fits all rule, but we can think of a system as a cluster of capabilities which can be categorised along the following dimensions: 

- key features (main (critical) functional path / steel thread) 
- auxiliary features (breadth) 
- refining feature (detail) 

For delivery we then pick slices, in order based on appropriate criteria (see Slice Profile below) for our project. 
In this example a relatively isolated slice early in the process chain, then a slice covering at very high level the main functional path, then functional detail, an auxiliary feature and more functional detail, etc. 

Further reading: https://thedigitalbusinessanalyst.co.uk/slicing-complex-systems-7203da4c0d0e
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Breadth

Depth
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Build 
incrementally
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Indicative example only

SLICING DOMAINS

Model the domain

As a first step we model the domain by identifying key activities the system supports / needs to support / capabilities the system provides / needs to provide. 
In many cases stakeholders will naturally gravitate towards modelling along the supply chain.
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SLICING DOMAINS

Identify rough slices

Taking the slicing criteria we then overlaid slices, which in our case naturally followed process boundaries. In this case seams in the domain. (DDD can  be very helpful here)
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SLICING DOMAINS

Overlay context

To ensure that slicing reflects the realities of the domain (remember, we are not slicing a theoretical domain - which of course can be done in a Greenfield project - but - in case of a Brownfield project we have to recognise the realities of the actual domain) we overlay business and  technical architecture of original system. These additional 
dimensions (structure, process, systems, interfaces, data, people,…) will guide our system boundaries: Relevant integration points, different software or hardware domains or technical stacks may have an impact adjust our slice seams accordingly.  
We may, for instance decide - at least initially – to move a slice boundary to not have to integrate with a second system if that integration only supports a minor aspect of the slice and leads to more effort / risk / value than value for that specific slice. 

Organisational structure or sphere of influence may be further dimensions to consider in addition to architecture and technology. 

When doing this we must be careful, however, to not re-live the past: In an ideal world system design is driven by the logical domain. In practice there will be constraints posed by the physical domain (existing system, enterprise architecture, etc). It is only to understand the latter that we add these additional dimensions - not to design against 
them! Otherwise we would possibly repeat mistakes. 

Again, we need to be mindful of the impact of Conway’s Law on our work. 

For simplicity the technical view will not be shown in the subsequent slides but in practice must underline our slicing. 
AWS Architecture Diagram (not related to actual domain, exemplary only): http://www.conceptdraw.com/solution-park/computer-networks-aws
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SLICING DOMAINS

Discard bad slices

We discarded low-quality slices (cross-seam in a useless way, not valuable, too small, too large, etc) and  fine-tuned slice boundaries.
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SLICING DOMAINS

Split large slices

Further slices where added by splitting out auxiliary aspects and functional ‘detail’ making slices as small as possible while still maintaining narrative-completeness and value.
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SLICING DOMAINS

Split large slices
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REPORTING

RECONCILLIATION

SLICING DOMAINS

Identify cross-cutting slices

We identified two over-arching slices (reporting and reconciliation) that touched most aspects of the system. Often these are also aspects such as monitoring, or other periodic or continuous activities. 
It is important to understand whether these should be overarching or split into separate slices, and whether they can actually be approached prior to completion of the full end2end. In some cases it may be possible to ‘vertically integrate’ and build them up as part part of each individual slice, but not always.
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Build roadmap

The question that then arises is the order in which to tackle slices and most importantly which should be the first slice. 
The optimal slice deliver order depends on the context of the project.  

In our case we found that 
- While top and tail are often good slices due to having interfaces only on one ‘end’, we found that 

- The start of the process was mostly manual and thus not sufficiently valuable 
- The end of the process was of low business value and worked well in the current tool 

- The cross-cutting slices reporting and reconciliation were not valuable without having delivered the core functionality first and would require changing too many interfaces and possibly having to change them subsequently again. 
- The middle of the process was highly complex and we felt that we did not understand the business domain well enough just yet. 

It was also raised that user adoption might be an issue if we delivered functionality that would require switching of tools in-process at this stage due to change fatigue.
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SLICING DOMAINS

Build roadmap

In this case we decided that the reasonable strategy was to 
- opt for a slice towards the beginning of the (digital) process with a reduced number of (clearly defined) inputs and outputs, and interface into one key system while staying away from the complex centre. 

This would allow us to provide value and build confidence with senior stakeholders as we are very certain we could deliver and buy-in of business users as the current incarnation of the existing implementation was neither stable and not user friendly. (Considering that this very project (in waterfall style) had been attempted before and 
failed, it was very important to prove that successful delivery could be achieved). 
Addressing a not-too challenging (but still valuable) feature also allows the team to storm/tune in before hitting major challenges. 
It could also be argued that such a slice reduces the risk in case the project subsequently failed, as such reasonably self-contained functionality could still be used in isolation or with a different future solution. 

- As a second slice however, wanted to considerably de-risk the project (remember, we want to fail fast - if we must) by tackling most of the  key challenges / risks. 
In cases of a system like the above, where due to the nature of numerous integration points the risk may be spread out, we can achieve this by delivering a bare-bones end2end skeleton. Think of this as a POC. In fact, we may decide that this slices is for learning and de-risking only and will be so minimal that we cannot roll it out to general 
end users, but that is fine.  
The slice could look like this: take a product from the catalogue, define demand, raise a purchase order and allocate to a store. 
(Again considering previous failed delivery, such de-risking early in the project was just diligent.) 

- Subsequently we would then build on this and delivery subsequent slices based on similar criteria.
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How does an 
inception work?



3 questions • Where are we? 

• Where do we want to be? 

• How do we get there?

Inceptions are really about 3 questions:

- Where are we? (What’s the problem/opportunity, why, wha’s the status quo)

- Where do we want to be? (why, what are capabilities and constraints, what makes sense)

- How do we get there? (What’s the most viable, feasible way)


Note again, that Discoveries are about ‘doing the right thing’; Inception are about ‘doing it right’. So we align and validate the former, define and agree the latter.



Breaking it down
Business Environment

User TechnologyProblem & 
Solution

Ways of 
Working

There are generally speaking 6 areas of concern or consideration that determine initiative outcomes by giving rise to challenges, but also by offering potential for 
opportunities. 


We look at these areas to

- align on 

- define at a high level

Through a series of collaborative workshops to get the deliverables we spoke about earlier. 




One size does not fit all 

There is a pattern but it needs adaptation

The key thing to getting inceptions right is to realise that 

- there are best practices and patterns on how to facilitate, what questions to ask, what insights to focus on

- while appreciating that we always need to adapt how we approach, design, plan and run our inceptions


Think of the differences between a Green and Brownfield projects, between starting a new feature, workstream, initiative, value stream or business. Between a digital 
product or a non digital service. The software for a medical device, education for minors or a new crypto currency…. Just to throw some random examples out…


Having said this, let me share my starting point:



Lean Inception

Blueprint



This is my starting point (there is a Miro template which I hope I’ll have finished at some point soon - BITLY).


So first off, the leaner you’ll want to go 

- the better your discover will have to have been

- the more knowledge you’ll need in the room 


The way to look at this is:

1. At the bare  minimum, you’ll want to do the orange items. 

Dependent on your brief, type of project, etc, you may want to ditch activities (see 12-14) or add activities (for instance if this was a legally heavy project, or if this was 
a non IT project)


2. What you will need in place (so will want to validate are things like Vision and Context). If you haven’t got that, you shouldn’t be in an Inception. 
Ways of working might be in place (for validation) or may need defining.


3. The items in black&white are items that I have seen come in useful to drive the narrative, add context, but are not always or strictly speaking required. They might, 
however: The business model canvas will be needed if you are setting up a business, not so, if you are building a new product in existing context. Though you might 
be surprised what value / insights this might add.


Finally, there is a difference regarding the 

- information you need

- the model you use

I have suggested models here, which are ‘industry best practices’, but by all means, you can use any other model / technique that works for you and your team to get to 



the same information / insight.

-

I should also say, that using this in form of a Miro Board, might then also make for an easy report if you top / tail it with exec summary and recommendation.



https://bit.ly/leaninceptiontemplate

This is my starting point (there is a Miro template which I hope I’ll have finished at some point soon - BITLY).


So first off, the leaner you’ll want to go 

- the better your discover will have to have been

- the more knowledge you’ll need in the room 


The way to look at this is:

1. At the bare  minimum, you’ll want to do the orange items. 

Dependent on your brief, type of project, etc, you may want to ditch activities (see 12-14) or add activities (for instance if this was a legally heavy project, or if this was 
a non IT project)


2. What you will need in place (so will want to validate are things like Vision and Context). If you haven’t got that, you shouldn’t be in an Inception. 
Ways of working might be in place (for validation) or may need defining.


3. The items in black&white are items that I have seen come in useful to drive the narrative, add context, but are not always or strictly speaking required. They might, 
however: The business model canvas will be needed if you are setting up a business, not so, if you are building a new product in existing context. Though you might 
be surprised what value / insights this might add.


Finally, there is a difference regarding the 

- information you need

- the model you use

I have suggested models here, which are ‘industry best practices’, but by all means, you can use any other model / technique that works for you and your team to get to 

https://bit.ly/leaninceptiontemplate


the same information / insight.

-

I should also say, that using this in form of a Miro Board, might then also make for an easy report if you top / tail it with exec summary and recommendation.

https://bit.ly/leaninceptiontemplate


Running inceptions

But knowing what to do is just part of a successful inception. More frequently inceptions go wrong not because of us doing the wrong things, but doing it in the right way.


So preparation and facilitation are key success factors. (My colleagues and I have written an entire free playbook on this - I’ll share at the end - so I won’t bore you too 
much, and you might already be skilled facilitators so this won’t cone as a surprise, BUT as I see this go wrong again and again, some words of insights to the wise (so 
you won’t have to learn the hard way as I did))



ONE SIZE DOES NOT FIT ALL

Inception shapes

I’m thinking running inceptions in 5 steps 
(All discussed in detail in our playbook: www.playbook.ee) 
Don’t underestimate Set-up and Plan. That’s frequently where we don’t allow sufficient time, and it shows later.



ONE SIZE DOES NOT FIT ALL

Inception shapes



Team

You will want the right people around

If you are in a client - supplier relationship you’ll share roles, double up on roles, may have anther, even more loosely attached circle of stakeholders around (and one to 
report to).



What makes successful 
inceptions?



What good 
looks like 

Actionable insights

• Our design is contextual and well 
prepared 

• We have the right people 

• We collaborate across disciplines 

• We run lean, agile and adaptive 

• We build relationships 

• We build shared context, empathy and 
buy in 

• We address key risks 

• We focus on actionable insights 

• We answer the why, what and how with 
high confidence 

• We can get right into ‘it’



What trips us up 

Lack of commitment and alignment

• Insufficient preparation 

• Insufficient availability and 
commitment 

• Mis-understood purpose, 
process and ways of working 

• Readiness and expectations 

• Leaning back

• Insufficient preparation

• For the inception i.e. agenda, design, stimuli

• Lining up stakeholders


• Insufficient availability and commitment

• Not the right people

• Senior management proxies 

• Disruption through dipping in / out

• Not havin ght


• Mis-understood purpose, process and ways of working

• Expecting BDUF

• Not understanding / being able to work lean / agile / breadtOverDepth

•  


• Expecting too much

• Not b eing re


• Leaning back



Want to know more?



bit.ly/CoreToolsPlaybookbit.ly/InceptionPlaybook

http://inception.playbook.ee
http://bit.ly/CoreToolsPlaybook
http://bit.ly/CoreToolsPlaybook
http://bit.ly/InceptionPlaybook


https://bit.ly/leaninceptiontemplate

https://bit.ly/leaninceptiontemplate


Thank you 
Questions?

www.beautifulabstraction.com

marcel.britsch@beautifulabstraction.com

Web Blog

www.thedigitalbusinessanalyst.com

THE DIGITAL BUSINESS ANALYST
Agile musings and ramblings

www.theburnup.com

Podcast

http://www.beautifulabstraction.com
mailto:marcel.britsch@beautifulabstraction.com
http://www.thedigitalbusinessanalyst.com
http://www.theburnup.com

